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AN INEQUALITY FOR SECTIONS
AND PROJECTIONS OF A CONVEX SET

JONATHAN E. SPINGARN

(Communicated by Dale Alspach)

Abstract. Let K cRd be a convex body, y its center of mass. For A C Rd

a subspace of dimension d - k , we establish the inequality

VolrffK) < \o\d_k(K\A) Volk((K -y)nAx)

(where AT|A denotes orthogonal projection of K onto A). Equality holds only

if each k-dimensional section of K parallel to A-1 is a translate of (K - y) n

A-L.

1. Setting and statement of result

Let XcR1' be a convex body (a compact convex set with interior), y its

center of mass, and A a subspace of Rd of dimension d - k . The purpose of

this note is to establish that

(1) Vold(K)<Vold_k(K\A)Volk((K-y)nA±),

K\A denoting the orthogonal projection of K onto A. Furthermore, equality

holds only if each A:-dimensional section of K parallel to A1- is a translate of
(K - y) n Ax .

An inequality in the opposite sense,

Q \o\d(K) > Yold_k(K\A)Yolk((K - C)nAx)

(for arbitrary £ e K) has been obtained by Rogers and Shephard [11] and also

Chakerian [3]. Lutwak [8] has observed that an inequality which replaces the

intersection term in (1) by an average over all slices parallel to Ax ,

Vold(K) < V°v0~^}A) j Volk((K - x) n Ax) dpd(x),

follows easily from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. (Here, pd denotes Lebesgue

measure on Rd.)

2. Proof of the inequality

Consider the mapping O(x) = (K - x) n A1, whose values are compact

convex sets in the k-dimensional subspace A1.  Since K is convex, O is a
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concave set-valued mapping in the sense that, for all x, y £ Rd and 0 < t < 1 ,

t&(x) + (1 - t)Q>(y) C <&(tx + (1 - t)y). To see this, note that

/<D(x) + (1 - 0*00 = t((K - x) n A^) + (1 - t)((K - y) n Ax)

c(K-(tx + (l -t)y))nA±

= <D(iX + (l -t)y).

For all x for which <£>(x) is nonempty (that is, for x e 7£ + A1), let r(x)

denote the radius of a A:-ball whose k-dimensional volume equals that of O(x).

According to the Brunn-Minkowski Theorem [1, p. 88], the concavity of O

implies that r is a concave function,

(2)     tr(x) + (1 - t)r(y) < r(tx + (1 - t)y)       (x, y £ K + Ax , 0 < t < 1),

with equality if and only if

either   t<S>(x) + (1 - t)Q>(y) = <J>(tx + (1 - t)y)

and <J>(x) and O(y) are homothetic,

or        O(x) and 0(y) lie in parallel hyperplanes of A1-

(in which case both sides are zero).

We now obtain a set Ko by "symmetrizing" K with respect to A. Define

Kq = {x + u : x £ K\A, u £ Ax , \u\ < r(x)}, and let yo denote the center of

mass of Kq . If we can establish that Kq is convex and satisfies the properties:

(i)      K\A = KQ\A,

(4) (ii)     Vold(K) = Vold(K0),

(iii)    Volk((K -y)nA±) = Volk((K0 - y0) n Ax),

it will be immediate that K0 satisfies (1) if and only if K does.
To see that 7C0 is convex, suppose that wx, w2 £ K0 and 0 < X < 1 . It is

possible to write

Wj = Xj + Uj,    x,eA^|A,     ut£ A1-,     \u,\ < r(xj)       (i = 1, 2).

Then Xwx + (l-X)w2 = (Xxx + (1-a)x2) + (Xux+(1-a)u2) . Now kxx + (l-X)x2 £

K\A and, by the concavity of r, \Xux + (1 - X)u2\ < Xr(xx) + (1 - X)r(x2) <
r(Xxx + (1 -X)x2). Thus kwx +(1 -k)w2 £ Kq , showing that Ko is a convex set.

The property (i) is immediate from the definition of Kq . For each x e AT|A,

(Ko - x) n Ax is a &-ball of radius r(x) whose k-dimensional volume is the

same as that of O(x) = (K - x) n A1 (both equal to cokr(x)k , where tok

denotes the volume of the Euclidean unit ball in R*). So,

Vo\d(K0) = I     cokr(x)kdpd_k(x)= j    Volk(®(x))dpd_k(x) = Vold(K),
Jk0\a Jk\a

which is property (ii). Let yo be the center of mass of K0. Since K0 is

symmetric with respect to A, we know that yo € A and

y° = v„i / v \ I      xtokr(x)k dpd_k(x)
\0\d(Ko) JKq\K

= vol iv\ I     xVolk(<&(x))dpd_k(x) = y\A.
\old(K) JK\A
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In particular, (K - y)nA± is a translate of (K - yo) n A1, so

Volk((K - y)D Ax) = Yolk((K - y0)nA±) = Volk((K0 - y0) n Ax),

which is property (iii). Since (4) holds, it is clear that Kq satisfies (1) if and

only if K does. Therefore, we will lose no generality if we henceforth assume

K to be symmetric with respect to A; that is, K = Ko and y = yo .

Let 1 < p < oo, 1/p + 1/q = 1, and let Lp and Lq denote the p- and
q-summable functions (with respect to an arbitrary measure space). Holder's

inequality asserts that if f £ Lp and g £ Lq then fg £ Lx and ||/g||i <

ll/IWl£ll<z with equality if and only if

(5) _i7LJ§1_   i L/T i i \g\"
K> 11/11,11*11,     P\\f\\PP     QUWl

almost everywhere [7]. Applying Holder's inequality with / = 1, g = r(x)k ,

p = k +1 , q = (k +1 )/k, we obtain

/ V */(*+0

(6)       /     r(x)k dpd_k < Vo\d-k(K\A)i/{k+l)    /     r(x)k+x dpd.k
Jk\a \Jk\a j

Since r is concave and y 6 relint(AT|A), there exists z £ A with

r(x) < r(y) + (z, x - y)       (x £ K\A)

[10, Theorem 23.4]. Since y is the center of mass of K, we have

/ r(x)k(x - y) dpd_k = 0, whence

/     r(x)k+xdpd_k< I    r(x)k(r(y) + (z,x-y))dpd_k
/_, Jk\a Jk\a

= r(y) /    r(xfdpd_k-
Jk\a

Combining (6) and (7), we obtain

/     r(xfdpd_k < Vold-k(K\A)x«k+Vr(y)k«k+V    /     r(x)kdpd_k
Jk\a \Jk\a J

which is equivalent to

/     cokr(x)k dpd_k < Vold_k(K\A)Lokr(y)k ,
Jk\a

which is (1).
Next we examine the conditions for equality in (1). It follows from the

compactness of K that $ is upper semicontinuous in the sense that for every x

and e > 0 there exists 8 such that \y-x\ < 8 implies <P(y) c &(x)+eB (where
B denotes the unit ball in A1). Consequently, r is upper semicontinuous, in

the sense that for any convergent sequence x„ £ K + A1 we have

(8) limsupr(x„) < r(x)       (x„ -»x)

[6, Chapter 4.4.1]. Now, r may fail to be actually continuous on K + A1, but
being concave, r must be continuous on relint(7< + Ax) [10, Theorem 10.1].

In particular, r is continuous on relint(7< |A).
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If equality holds in (1), then it must hold also in (6). From (5) and the
continuity of r on relint(7< + A1), equality in (6) would imply the existence

of positive numbers a and /? such that r(x)k = a + fir(x)k+x for all x £

relint(A^|A). But the straight line in R2 whose equation is y = a + fit can

intersect the curve y = ^/(fc+1) in at most two points. This means that r(x)

can attain at most two values on relint(7C|A), so that, by continuity, r(x) is

actually equal to a constant value a on relint(7C|A). We show next, however,

that if r = a on relint(7£|A), then actually r = a on K\A. To see this, pick

x0 £ relint(7\T|A) and suppose x e relbd(7C|A). Fix any y0 £ <P(x0). For any

t£(0, 1), Q>((1 - t)x0 + tx) D (I - t)y0 + t®(x). Therefore,

cokak = Volfc(0((l - t)x0 + tx)) > Volfc((l - t)y0 + t<P(x))

= tk Yo\k(Q>(x)) = tkcokr(x)k .

Letting t —> 1, we see that r(x) < a. Combining this observation with (8),

we see that r(x) = a, so r = a on K|A. Equality holds therefore in (2) (for

arbitrary x,y e 7C|A and 0 < t < 1) so that the conditions (3) must also

be satisfied. Thus for every x,y £ K\A, <P(x) and O(y) are homothetic.

(The other alternative, that O(x) and O(y) lie in parallel hyperplanes of Ax ,

cannot hold since this would imply all sections of K parallel to A1- have zero

A:-dimensional volume.) Since O(x) and <b(y) have equal volume, they are

identical modulo a translation.

3. Remarks

The inequality (1) has some immediate consequences pertaining to the

"quermassintegrals" of K . Let F denote the Grassman manifold of (d - k)-

dimensional subspaces of Rd , and let n denote the usual Haar measure on F,

normalized so that n(F) = 1. Dividing both sides of (1) by Vold_k(K\A) and
integrating over all AeT,

(9) VoW/rVoll^ilA) */rVoifc((^-y)nAx)^(A).

Let us consider the circumstances under which equality holds in (9). It holds

trivially when k = 0 or k = d, so we assume 0 < k < d and consider first the

case when k = d-1 . Since the integrands depend continuously on A, equality

in (9) requires equality of the integrands and, hence, equality in (1) for all A e

T. Thus, for every A £ F, each (d-1 )-dimensional section of K parallel to Ax

is a translate of (K - y) n Ax . A convex body for which there are d-1 linearly

independent directions, in each of which all the (d - 1 )-dimensional slices have

the same (d- l)-dimensional volume, is a ^/-dimensional parallelotope [5]. But

as a parallelotope K cannot have the property: for all A £ F, each (d - 1 )-

dimensional section of K parallel to Ax is a translate of (K - y) n Ax . This

contradiction shows the inequality (9) to be strict when k = d-1. If k < d-1 ,

we may use the result from [5] in a similar fashion, combined with Fubini's

theorem, to show that equality cannot hold in (9). The inequality (9) is therefore

strict, except when k = 0, d .

Hadwigger's harmonic quermassintegrals Wk(K) are defined by

^1      _ Qid-k   f      dn(A)

Wk(K)        wd   Jv \old_k(K\A) '
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when 0 < k < d, andJVo(K) = \old(K), Wd(K) = cod [6]. The (d - k)th

dual quermassintegral Wd_k(K-y) of K-y is proportional to the mean of the

k-dimensional volumes of the slices of K - y by the k-dimensional subspaces

of Rd [9]. Specifically, for 0<k<d,

Wd_k(K-y) = ^- fvo\k((K-y)nA±)dn(A),
0Jk Jr

while Wq(K - y) = Yo\d(K) and Wd(K - y) = cod . Therefore, it is possible to
rewrite (9) to obtain an inequality relating the kth harmonic quermassintegral

to the complementary dual quermassintegral:

Wd_k(K - y)Wk(K) > Vold(K)--^— ,
(OkWd-k

the inequality being strict when 0 < k < d. (Since the dual quermassintegral

is not translation invariant, the fact that Wd_k is computed here with respect

to y as origin is significant.) A related inequality

Wd_k(K)Wk(K) > Nold(K)-^—
COkO)d_k

(strict when k ^ 0, d) has been obtained by Lutwak [8], where

is the mean of the ith dual quermassintegral.

In a similar manner, we can derive an inequality relating to the affine and dual

affine quermassintegrals of K. These are defined as follows [4]. For 0 < k < d

the affine quermassintegrals Oo, ... , 0>d of K are

i-jb(jr(vaSfe5)'HW'
while <Po = Vold(K) and <&d = tod . The dual affine quermassintegrals Oo, ■ ■ ■ >

Orf of K - y are defined for 0 < k < d by

Vi(*-r> = ̂ /rP^)\<A>)l,J.

while O0 = Vold(K) and Orf = cod .

Dividing both sides of (1) by Vo\d-k(K\A), raising both sides to the power

d, and integrating over all A £ F, we obtain

which yields the inequality

0^(7v- - y)d>k(K) > \old(K)-^— ,
OJktOd_k

which is strict when k / 0, d.
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